I. Introduction geometry and the mean flow must be made to use analytical techniques, but these do not necessarily Figure 1 : Sketch of the cylindrical fuselage (radius a 0 ) and the disc source (radius a). The centreline of the cylinder is aligned with thez-axis. The disc source is located in the planez = 0, and the distance between the centre of the disc and the centre of the cylinder is b. Also shown is the edge of the fuselage boundary-layer (thickness δ).
forward arcz > 0.
89
From Ref. [6] , the time-harmonic total pressure p t r,φ,z, t =p t r,φ,z exp {iω 0 t}, is ex- 
where the incident field 93 p in (r, k z ) = π 2 ξ lq P lq (−1)
and the scattered field 94 p sn (r, k z ) = −π 2 ξ lq P lq (−1) McAlpine, Gaffney and Kingan [6] .
98
In Equations (1-3), all the variables have been made non-dimensional by taking the reference 99 length scale equal to the radius of the cylinder, a 0 , the reference velocity equal to the speed of 100 sound, c 0 , and the reference density equal to the ambient density, ρ 0 . Then the pressure is scaled by 
102
The fan tone source is modelled by the time-harmonic spinning mode (l, q), where l denotes the 103 azimuthal order and q denotes the radial order. The mode has amplitude P lq , wavenumber k 0 and 104 angular frequency ω 0 . The dispersion relationship for the mode is
and the mode amplitude coefficient
The term Ψ lq is found by integration over the disc source. This integral can be evaluated exactly.
(r, φ, z), is given by 129p i (r, φ, z) =
l (Γ 0 r) e −ikzz dk z e −ilφ ,
at field points r > a. Equation (13) is taken from McAlpine, Gaffney and McAlpine ([6] , Eq. (20)).
130
The location on the cylinder's surface where the SPL is at a maximum can be estimated utilizing of the maximum SPL on the cylinder. This is because the cylinder is located in the near field,
134
whereas the analytic formulas for the mode and propagation angles are valid in the far field. 
B. Fuselage scattering including boundary-layer refraction 136
The technique to include the boundary layer in the method is outlined in this section. A sketch of 137 the cylindrical fuselage, including the constant-thickness boundary layer is shown in Figure 1 . The 138 velocity profile M z is given by
where δ is the non-dimensional thickness of the boundary-layer, and M (r) is the boundary-layer
140
Mach number profile which is assumed to be a smooth, monotonically increasing function. Note 141 that the non-dimensional radius of the fuselage is unity.
142
Outside the boundary layer, where the source is located, there is uniform flow and the acoustic 143 pressure field is found by solving the convected wave equation. Inside the boundary layer region,
144
the pressure field, p bl , will satisfy the Pridmore-Brown equation.
145
An inviscid, compressible, isentropic, perfect gas flow is assumed. Additionally, the mean flow 146 is assumed to be axisymmetric and parallel, with constant mean density and sound speed profiles in-
147
side the boundary layer. The appropriate field equation for the pressure which captures the refractive 148 effects of the sheared mean flow is given by
In order to determine the acoustic pressure field everywhere, the solution outside the boundary 150 layer will be matched to the solution inside the boundary layer, whilst ensuring that the appropriate 151 boundary and radiation conditions are satisfied.
152
On Fourier transforming Equation (15), it reduces to 
two independent solutions of the transformed Pridmore-Brown equation (16) in the critical layer are
where α F 1 and α F 1 are constants, and 
where f bln is the normalised pressure, which is scaled by α n (k z ). The integration, starting from the surface of the cylinder atr = 1, is calculated numerically by expressing the Pridmore-Brown 173 equation as two first-order differential equations, viz.
where
On the surface of the rigid cylinder, the transformed 175 pressure is set nominally to be f bln (1, k z ) = 1, and the derivative f bln (1, k z ) = 0.
[13] Accordingly,
176
the boundary conditions on the cylinder are
The value of α n must be proportional to the incoming wave. The pressure and its derivative at 178 the edge of the boundary layer can be used to formulate α n in terms of the incident wave amplitude.
179
Applying continuity of pressure and the pressure gradient at the edge of the boundary layer
where η n (k z ) and γ n (k z ) are amplitude coefficients of the incident and scattered waves respectively.
181
The pressure in the boundary layer is scaled to match the amplitude of the incoming wave, i.e.
For the distributed source prescribed by spinning mode (l, q), amplitude η n is given by
Combining these results, on the surface of the cylinder, the pressure can be calculated via
III. Validation 185 Figure 3 shows the process to calculate α n (k z ). Equation (22) is integrated using the Runge-Kutta which determines α n (k z ).
193
Having calculated α n (k z ), the total pressure on the surface of the cylinder is given in terms of the is found that α n (k z ) decays rapidly outside the range
. Also, as outlined in Table 1,   205 the integral is split into three parts I 1 + I 2 + I 2 . Each part is evaluated separately using quadgk in
206
Matlab which is an adaptive quadrature routine designed for integrating between singularities.
207
In the following sections, first the accuracy of the numerical integration across the boundary layer 
The amplitude coefficients are determined by the boundary conditions.
219
Having verified the accuracy of the numerical integration solver, the boundary-layer refraction have been obtained by setting M (r) = M ∞ , i.e. a finite thickness boundary-layer region is specified, 224 but in this region, the flow velocity is set equal to the free stream velocity outside the boundary layer.
225
This means that the term involving M in Equation (22) The critical point, where
Consequently, the critical layer will only affect integral I 1 . The evaluation
238
of I 1 will be affected by altering the width of the critical layer and/or the number of interpolation 239 points used to evaluate α n .
240
The inverse Fourier transform integral (27) is computationally expensive, and has to be evaluated 241 at each axial position. However, the function α n (k z ) does not depend onz, therefore α n may be 242 pre-calculated for each harmonic order n. A spline interpolation routine is implemented to evaluate 243 α n (k z ) at any value of k z required by the adaptive numerical integration solver.
244
Since the function α n (k z ) can be highly oscillatory, the number of interpolation points must 
271
The comparison is shown here in Figure 6 . The two predictions show similar agreement down-
272
stream of the source. However, upstream of the source, the two predictions do not compare well. 
IV. Illustrative results

280
Illustrative results are shown of predictions of the sound pressure levels on a cylindrical fuselage.
281
The results illustrate how the levels are affected by changes in the source characteristics and changes layer thickness also predict a value for δ of around 0.1a 0 at this plane.
291
Two metrics are used to evaluate the effect of the boundary layer on the levels on the cylinder.
292
First, we examine the difference in the predicted SPL on the cylinder with and without the boundary 
The difference ∆ is useful for predicting the reduction in the 'hot spot' (region where the SPL on 295 the cylinder is at a maximum). However, just examining the ∆'s can be misleading. For example, a 296 large ∆ predicted on the far side of the cylinder will not be significant because it has been observed 297 that with uniform flow, i.e. no boundary-layer shielding, the levels on the far side of the cylinder are 298 low. A large reduction in these levels is not important to cabin noise.
299
Next, to obtain a more overall view of the boundary-layer effect we introduce a simple 'shielding' 
where in practice it is sufficient to evaluate S via a sum of the predicted mean square pressures over 306 the M grid points distributed over the cylinder's surface. The value of S will be between 0 and 1,
307
where zero represents total shielding and unity represents no shielding.
308
The results shown in Sections A.,B. examine predictions of S for three different boundary-layer by the boundary layer can be more significant since the acoustic wavelength will be comparable or 336 smaller compared to the boundary-layer thickness.
Further upstream of the source plane, the shielding increases. More shielding is expected up-338 stream because the angle of incidence relative to the boundary layer decreases. Even for the lowest 339 value of k 0 a for a thin boundary layer, atz = 5, the value of ∆ is around 18 dB. At shallow an-340 gles, the wave will be highly refracted by the shear layer. In general, shielding increases with both 341 increasing frequency and boundary-layer thickness; also shielding increases as the grazing angle 342 relative to the boundary layer becomes less.
343
For k 0 a = 5, the polar directivity of the source has only one lobe. For the other cases, side thirds of the incident energy is refracted away from the cylinder's surface by the boundary layer.
352
With a thick boundary layer the reduction is close to 95 % (S = 0.056). As is seen in Figure 9 , Table 2 .
366
An alternative way to look at the effect of the boundary layer can be demonstrated by plotting 367 an example of the function α n (k z ), with and without the boundary layer, as shown in Figure 11 .
368
The function α n is largely unchanged for negative axial wavenumbers (waves travelling in the same layer acts as a low-pass filter.
372
We note that although the polar directivity of the spinning mode source is axisymmetric, on the 373 rigid cylinder the pressure patterns are slightly asymmetric. It can be shown that
Note the phase change for odd azimuthal orders. with or without the boundary layer included in the prediction scheme.
385
The power law mean-flow profile is predicted to cause significantly less shielding along the cylin-386 der. The 'shielding' coefficient is much larger compared with the other profiles, which corresponds 387 to relatively higher pressure amplitudes on the cylinder's surface.
388
The results in Figure 12 is a more important factor vis-á-vis the boundary-layer profile shape.
395
V. Conclusions
396
A theoretical method has been developed which can be used to predict the acoustic pressure on boundary layer. The boundary-layer 'shielding' is seen to be most effective for well cut on modes.
411
This is because the incident pressure grazes the boundary layer, and is more susceptible to refraction.
412
In order to quantify the effect of the boundary layer, a ratio termed the 'shielding' coefficient has 413 been introduced. This coefficient provides a measure of the total shielding, over the whole area of 414 the cylinder. It is seen that with a thick boundary-layer profile, most of the acoustic energy will be 415 shielded, and since the sound energy is refracted away from the cylinder's surface, the levels on the 416 cylindrical fuselage are predicted to be low compared to the levels which are predicted based on a 417 uniform free-stream velocity.
418
Future work will focus on replacing the disc source which is used to model a spinning mode as providing a more realistic model of sound radiated from an intake duct, also the refractive effects
423
of the fuselage boundary layer will be examined, both upstream and downstream of the source. 
